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"V Victorian Curriculum 
FouncNtlon-10 

Foundatlon Level 

Self-Awareness and Management 

Recognition and expression of emotions 

Develop a ~bulary and practise the expression of emofions to describe 
how they feel In different familiar situattons 

Development of res ilience 

lden\Hy their likes and dislikes, needs and wants, abiities and strengths 

Recognise that problems or challenges are a normal part of l~e and that 
there are actions that can be undertaken to manage problems 

Social Awareness and Management 

Relationships and diversity 

Identity a range of groups to which they, their fam!ly and members of their 
class belong 
Practise the skins required to include others and make friends with peers. 
teachers and other adults 

Collaboration 

Name and practise basic skills requ~ed to worl< collaboratively with peers 

Use appropriate language lo descnbe what happens and how they feel 
wllen experiencing positive interactions or conflict 

Achievement Standard 
By the end of Foundation level, students idenlifY and express a range of 
emotions in their interactions with olhers. They recognise personal 
quafrties and achievements by describing aclivi1ies they enjoy at school 
and home, noting their strengths. They recognise tl1at attempting new 
and challenging tasks are an important part of their development. 
Students Identify different types of relationships. They begin to Identify 
and practlse basic skills for Including and working wllh others in groups. 

~ 

Personal and Social Capability: Foundation - Level 6 

Levels 1 and 2 

Extend their vocabulary lhm09h which lo recognise and deSCft>e 
emotions and when, how and with whom ii is appropriate to share 
emotions 

Identify personal strengths and describe how these strengths are useful in 
school or family ife 

Explain how being prepared to lry new things can help identify strategies 
wllen faced with unfamiliar or chanenglng situations 

Identify how lamiies can h~ a range of relationships 

Listen to others' Ideas, and recognise that others may see things 
differently 
Describe ways of making and keeping mends, including how actions and 
words can help or hurt others. and !he effects of modifylng their behaviour 

Use basic skills required for participation in group tasks and respond to 
simple questions about lhelr contribution lo group tasks 

Recognise that conftict OCCU!S and distinguish between appropriate and 
inappropriate ways to deal wilh conflict 

By the end of level 2. students show an awareness of the fee~ngs and 
needs of others. They identify and describe personal Interests, skills and 
achfevements and renect on how these might contribule to school or 
family !We. They recognise the Importance of persisting when faced with 
new and challenging tasks. 
Students recognise the diversity of families and communitles. They 
describe slmllarittes and differences In points of view between themselves 
and others. They demonstrate ways to interact wtth and care for others. 
They describe their contribution to group tasks. They practise solving 
simple problems, recognising there are many ways to resolve conflict. 

Levels 3 and 4 

ldenlifY and explore the expression of ermtions in social sitUallons and 
the impact on sew and others 

Identify personal strengths and select personal qualities that could be 
further developed 
Identify how persistence and adaptability can be used when faced with 
challenging situations and change 
Name and describe the skills required to work Independently 

Examine the similarities and differences between Individuals and groups 
based on factols such as sex, age, abifity, language, CtJlture and religion 
Describe the ways In Whk:h similarities and differences can effecl 
relationships 
ldenlily the importance of iricfuding others n activities. groups and games 

Demonstrate skills for effective participation In group tasks and use 
crileria provided to rellect on the effectiveness of the teams In whlch they 
participate 

ldenlifY conflicts that may occur in peer groups and suggest posStbte 
causes and resolullons 

By the end of level 4, sludents explain the consequences of emotional 
responses In a ·range of social sttuatlons. They recognise personal 
strengths and challenges and identify sknls they would like to develop. 
They s1J9gest strategies for coping with dlffrut situations. They persist 
with tasks when faced With challenges and adapt their approach When 
first attempts are not successful. 
Students discuss the value of diverse perspectives and through their 
interactions they demonstrate respect for a diverse range or people and 
groups. They describe factors that contn'bute to posttive relationships with 
peers, other people at school and In the community. They explain 
characterlstics of cooperative behaviours and they use criteria to identify 
evidence of this in group actMtles. They ldenlify a range of conflict 
resolution strategies to negotiate positive oulcomes to probk!ms. 
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levels 5 and 6 

Explore the links between their emotions and their behaviour 

Refiect on how personal strengths have assisted In echievlng success at 
home, at sthool or In the community 

Describe what it means to be confidenl adaptable and persistent and why 
these attributes are important in dealing with new or challenging situations 
Identify the skills for working independenlly and describe their 
pertormance wllen undertaking Independent tasks 

Explore and disCtJSs behaviours that demonsirale sensltMty to Individual, 
social and cultural differences 

Define and recognise e~amples of stereotypes, dlscrlminatJon and 
prejudice and discuss how they Impact on the individual 

Describe the characteristics of respectful relaUonships and suggest ways 
that respeclful retallonships can be achieved 

Identity the characteristics of an effective team and develop desctiptions 
for particular roles including leadership, and describe both their own and 
their team's performance when underta~ng various roles 

Describe the various causes of conlict and evaluate possible strategies to 
address conflict 

By the end of level 6. students describe different ways to express 
emotions and the relationship belVleen emotions and behaviour. They 
describe the influence that personal qualities and strengths have on 
achieving success. They undertake some extended tasks lndependenUy 
and describe task progress, They identify and descn'be personal attributes 
impo~aot In developing resfllence. 
Students recognise and appreciate the uniqueness of aa people. They are 
able to explain how individual, social and cultural differences may 
Increase vutnerabRity to stereotypes. They identify characteristics of 
respectful relationships. They contribute to groups and teams suggesting 
lnlprovements for methods used In group projects and Investigations. 
They Identify causes and effects of con1lict and explain diHerent strategies 
to diffuse or resolve conflict situetlons. 
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·'V Victorian Curriculum 
F°"'·d~lklra-10 

Levels 3 and 4 
Self·Awareness and Management 

Recognition and uprtssion of emotions 

Identity and explore the expression of emotions in social situations and 
\he impact on self and others 

Development of resilience 

Identify personal slrengths and select personal qualities that cO\Ad be 
further developed 
Identify how persistence and adaptability can be used when faced with 
challenging situations and change 
Name and describe the skits required to wor1< independenCy 

Social Awareness and Management 
Rel1tionshlps and divers ity 
Examine the similarities and differences between individuals and groups 
based on factors such as sex, age, ability, language, culrure and religion 
DeSCll'be the ways in which similarities and differences can effect 
relationships 

Identify the importance of Including o\hers in activities, groups and games 

Collaboration 
Demonstrate skills for effective participation in group tasks and use 
criteria provided to reflect on the effectiveness of \he teams In which they 
participate 

Identity confllets commonly experienced in peer groups and suggest 
possible causes and resolutions 
Achievement Standard 
By lhe end of level 4, students explain the consequences of emotional 
responses in a range of social situations. They recognise personal 
strengths and challenges and ldentHy skills they would like to develop. 
They suggest strategies for coping with diff1tult situations. They persist 
with tasks when faced with challenges and adapt their approach when 
first attempts are not successful. 
Students dlscuss the value of diverse perspectives and through their 
interaclions they demonstrate respect for a dM!rse range of people and 
groups. Tiiey describe factors lllat contribute to positive retalionships with 
peers, other people at school and In the community. They explain 
characteristics of cooperative behaviours and they use criteria to identify 
evidence of this in group activities. They ldentffy a range of confllet 
resolution strategies to negotiate positive outcomes to problems. 

VCAA 

Personal and Social Capability: Levels 3 -10 

Levels 5 and 6 

Explore the links between their emotions and their behaviour 

Rel!ect on how personal strengths have assisted in achieving success at 
home, at school or in the community 

Manage some tasks Independently and monitor their p!ogress towards 
completion 

Describe what it means to be confident adaptable and persistent and why 
these attributes are Important In dealing with new or challenging situations 

Explore and discuss behaulours that demonstrate sensitivity to individual, 
social and cul\ural differences 
Oef111e and recognise examples of stereotypes. discrimination and 
prejudice and discuss how they impact on tile individual 

Describe the charactertsl\cs of respec~ul relationships and suggest ways 
that respecttut relationships can be achieved 

ktentify the characteristics of an effective team and develop descriptions 
for particular roles including leadership, and assess both the~ own and 
their team's performance when undertaking various roles 

Oescrlbe the various causes of conflict and evaluate possible resokltions 

By the end of level 6, students describe different ways lo express 
emotions and the reiationship between emotions and behaviour. They 
descrtbe the lnffuence that personal qualities and strengths have on 
achieving success. They undertake some extended tasks kldependenUy 
and describe task progress. They identify and describe personal attributes 
important in developing resiience. 
Students recognise and appreciate the uniqueness of au people. They are 
able to explain how individual. social and cultural differences may 
increase vulnerabirrty to stereotypes. They identify characteristics of 
respectful relationships. They contribute to groups and teams suggesting 
Improvements for methods used In group projects and investigattons. 
They identify causes and effects of connic:t and explain different strategies 
to diffuse or resolve conflict silllations. 

Levels 7 and 8 

Describe how and \lilly emotional responses may change In different 
contex1s 

Assess personal sln!ngths using feedback from peers, teachers and 
others and prioritise areas for improvement 

Reflec1 on their effectiveness In working independently by identitying 
enablers and barriers to achieving goals 

Discuss the range of strategies that could be used to cope with diffteult 
tasks or chan!)ing situations 

Explore their personal values and beliefs and analyse how these values 
and beliefs might be different or similar lo those of others 
Investigate human rights and discuss how these contribute to a cohesive 
community 

Recognise the impact or personal boundaries, Intimacy, distribution of 
power and social and cultural norms and mores on the ways relationships 
are expressed 

Perform In a variety of team roles and accept responsibility as a team 
member and team leader, assessing how weR they support other 
members of the team 

Identify ways to be proactive In Initiating strategies to prevent and/or 
accompliSh positive resolutions to conflict 

By Ille end of level S. students reftect on the influence of emotions on 
behaviour, learning and relatlonships. They use feedback to Identify their 
achievements and prlori11se areas for improvement. They initiate and 
undertake some tasks lndepende~tly, Within negotiated time frames and 
use criteria to review their wcr1t They reflect on strategies to cope with 
difficUll situations and are able justify their choice of strategy 
demonstrating knowledge of fl!slllence and adaptability. 
Students explain Ille impact of vakJiog diversity and promoting human 
rights In the community. They explore the values and beliefs of different 
groups in society. They klentify lndiciltors of respectful relaHonships in a 
range of social and wcr1<-refated situations. They explain the extent to 
whicll individual roles and responsibiities enhance group cohesion and 
the achievement of personal and group objectives. They assess the 
appropriateness of various strategi9s to avoid or resolve conn let In a 
range of situati<lns. 

Ve~ion 1.0 

Levels 9 and 10 

Evaluate emotional responses and the management of emotions In a 
range of contexts 

Develop criteria to appraise personal qualities and use these to design 
strategies to plan for the future or address a cllallenge 

Analyse the significance of independence and Individual responsibility in 
the completion Of challenging tasks 

Evaluate behaviours and protective factors lllat contribute to the 
development of confidence. adaptability and se~·reflec!lon 

Anafyse how divergent values and bertefs contribute to different 
perspectives on social issues 

Acknowledge the importance of empathy and the acceptance of diversity 
for a cohesive community and reflect on the effectiveness of strategies for 
being respecttul of diversity and human rights 
Investigate personal, social and cultural factors that Influence the ability to 
experience posnive and respecdut relationships and explore the rights 
and responsibilities of individuals in relationships 

Evaluate own and others contribution to group tasks, critiquing roles 
lnciudiog leadershlp and provide useful feedback to peers, evaluate task 
achievement and make recommendations for Improvements In relatlon to 
team goals 
Develop specific slals and a variety of strategies to prevent or reso(ve 
conflk'.t. and explore the nature ot connlct resolution in a range of contexts 

By the end of Level 1 o. students reflect Cllt\catly on their emotional 
responses to chaflengklg situations in a wide range of contexts. They 
demonstrate persistence, motivation, lnttlatlve and decision-making 
through completion of chanenging tasks. They evaluate personal 
characteristles, strategies and sources of support used lo cope with 
stressful situa!lonSilffe challenges. 
Students analyse the effects of acUons that repress human rights and limit 
the expression of diverse views. They analyse fac:tors that influence 
dlffe<ent types of relationships. They critique their ability to devise and 
enact strategies for worl<Jng In diverse teams, drawing on the skins and 
contributions of team members to complete complex tasks. They develop 
and apply criteria to evaluate the outcomes of grll\Jp tasks and make 
recommendaUons for improvements. They generate, apply and evaluate 
strategies to prevent and resolve conflicts In a range of contexts. 
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